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ABSTRACT. We study extensions of dymanlcal systems defined by cocycles into nilpotent Lie groups.

1. Introduction. An important class of flows in ergodic theory are those defined by one-parameter subgroups acting on a homogeneous space of a locally
compact group. If the homogeneous space is actually a compact abelian group,
the resulting flows are a model for those with discrete spectrum and are reasonably well understood. The case in which the homogeneous space is a compact
nilmanifoldwas studied in detail in [1], and studies have subsequently been
made for the case of homogeneousspaces of solvable and semisimpleLie groups.
(See [2] and [8], for example.) It was pointed out by Mackey [7] that a natural generalization of this question was to begin with a fixed ergodic flow and to
consider cocycles of the flow taking values in various locally compact groups. In
this way, one obtains "homogeneous space extensions" of the original flow, in
which the fibers are a fixed homogeneous space. The case in which the homogeneous space is a quotient space of a compact group is of central importance in
the notions of relatively discrete spectrum and generalized discrete spectrum, discussed by the author in [10], [11]. In this paper, we begin consideration of the
case in which the homogeneous space is a compact nilmanifold. Two important
questions about nilflows considered in [1] are the (related) questions of ergodicity and identification of the discrete spectrum. The point of this note is to obtain analogous results concerning the questions of ergodicity of extensions and
identification of the relative discrete spectrum.
As is often the case in the study of extensions, the reader will gain by examining the results from the virtual subgroup viewpoint [7], although no special
knowledge of this notion is required for reading this paper. §2 below contains
preliminarymaterial, concerningthe space of finite dimensionalsubspacesof a
Hubert space, which will be used in the main part of the paper, §3. §3 uses
many of the notions of [10], [11], and the reader is referred there for undefined
terms.
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2. The Borel space of finite dimensional subspaces. In this section, we examine properties of the space of finite dimensional subspaces of a separable Hilbert space 77, with dimension less than a fixed integer. In particular, we will show
that it can be given the structure of a complete separable metric space, and that
the natural action of U(H), the unitary group of 77, on this space is jointly continuous, if U(H) has the strong operator topology. Finally, we will show that for
certain subgroups of U(H), the quotient space under the natural action of this
subgroup is a standard Borel space. It is this type of result that will prove useful
in the study of ergodic extensions.
Let B be the closed unit ball in 77. Then Tí is a bounded complete separable
metric space, with the metric d induced by the norm. Let C be the set of closed
nonempty subsets of B. Various notions of convergence in C have been investigated. C is a complete metric space with the Hausdorff metric p defined by

p(E,F) = max/sup d(x, F), sup d(y, E)\.
\x&E

ySF

)

(See [6, § § 15.VII and 29.IV].) Another notion of convergence, which has been
investigated by Effros [3], can be described as follows: Let F„ be a sequence in

C. Define
Urn inf Fn = {x G B |x = limx„, for some xn E Fn},

and
Urnsup Fn = {x G B |x = limx
where x

,
GF

for some subsequence F

of F„}.

Finally, define Fn—+FifF = lim sup Fn = lim inf F,,. As pointed out by Effros
[3, p. 930] it is easy to check that p(Fn, F)—+0 implies Fn —+F.
Now let Ffc be the set of subspaces of 77 of dimension < ft and fk =

{VE C I V = B ft V' for someV E F*}.
Proposition 2.1. Tkis closedin (C, p).

Proof. If V„ G fk and V„ —*■
A, A G C, it is straightforwardthat A is of
the form A' n B, where A' C H is a subspace. To see that dim.4' < ft, suppose
there are ft + 1 orthonormal elements in A, say vx.vk+iF°r eacn '» vi =
lim„ vin, where vin E Vn. Thus, given any e, we can find n with (vin \ vpn >< e

for all p & i, 1 < i, p < ft + 1, and (vin \vin>> 1 - e. Since dim V„ < ft for all
n, this is clearly impossible.
Proposition
Proof.

2.2. Fft is separable.

Let S be a countable dense set of the boundary of B, and let T -

{ACS\ caxd(A)< ft}. Then Tis also countable. For each A ET, let [4] =
span(/I) n B, so that [T] is a countable subset of Fk. If V E Fk, let
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vx,. . . , vn, n < k, be an orthonormal basis of span(K)- For each /, choose
s¡j E S such that d(v¡, s¡/) </"*'. One can readily verify, using standard techniques in the geometry of Hubert space, that p([s,y, . . . , snj], V) —►0 as

/ —>°°. Thus T is dense in Ffc.
Corollary
dorff metric.

2.3. Vkis a complete separable metric space with the Haus-

Fk thus becomes a standard Borel space, with the Borel structure induced
by the topology. It will be important for us to know when a map from a given
standard Borel space into ¥k is Borel. The following result, though not precisely
in this form, is essentially due to Effros.

Proposition 2.4. 7,ef S be a standard Borel space and suppose v¡:S —*B,
i = I.p,p
<k, such that {v¡(s)}¡=x.p is orthonormal for each s. Then

S —*■fk defined by s —*■
span({v¡(s)})n B is Borel.
Proof. F* and Ffceach have a topology defined by the convergence
closed subsets [3, p. 929] and it is easy to see that the map r : Fk —*■Fk, r(X) =
X n B, is a homeomorphism. Thus r is a Borel isomorphism for the corresponding Borel structures, which we call the convergence Borel structures. Now the
proof of the theorem of [3, pp. 930, 931], shows that the convergence Borel
structure on ¥k is the same as the Borel structure induced by the Hausdorff
metric. Thus, to show s —■*
span({uf(s)})n B is Borel, it suffices to show that
S —*■F*, s —►span({v¡(s)}) is Borel, where Fk has the convergence Borel structure. The corollary to [4, Theorem 2] shows that this is Borel if there are
countably many Borel maps w¡ : S —►77 such that {w¡(s)}¡is dense in
(spanO^s)})1. But for each w£77, w(s) = w-'L{w\vi(s))vi(s) is Borel and lies
in (spaníu^s)})1. Choosing a countable dense set of w's in 77 produces the required functions.
We now examine the natural action of the unitary group on Tk.

Proposition

2.5. Let U(H) be the unitary group of H. Then the left

actionof U(H)on Fkdefinedby U(H) x fk —*fk, (U, V)—►
U(V)is jointly
continuous, where 17(77)has the strong operator topology.

Proof. SupposeU„ -* U and p(Vn, V) -* 0. Wehave p(Un(Vn),U(V))<
p(Un(Vn), Un(V)) + p(Un(V), U(V)). It is straightforwardto check that
p(Un(V„), U„(V))=p(Vn, V)—>0. Hence, it suffices to show that
p(Un(V), U(V)) —*■
0. Let vx,.. . , vp be an orthonormal basis of span(K). and
let e > 0. Then for n sufficiently large, we have d(U„v¡, Uv¡) < els/p for each

i = l.p.
Let x £ U(V), so x = 2af Uv¡. Let x„ £ Un(V) be xn =
2atU„v¡. Then
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\\x-xn\\ = \\Zai(Uvt-U„v¡)\\
<(¿«íi2)1/2(Zii^-W2)1/2
< 1 - (pe2lp)x'2 = e.
Hence, for n sufficiently large, d(x, Un(V)) < e for ail x G U(V), and the same
argument shows that d(y, U(V)) <e for ail v G U„(V) (n sufficiently large).
Hence p(U(V), Un(V)) —►0, completing the proof.
We now specialize to the case where 77 = L2(Rn). Let Ut (t E R") denote
the regular representation of R" on 77.

Lemma 2.6. Let g E L2(R"), \\g\\ = 1, and V C L2(R") be a finite dimensional subspace. Given any e > 0, there is an N such that \\t\\>N implies

\\Utf-g\\ > 1 -e,forallfE
Proof.

Vwith\\f\\ = 1.

Let fx,. .. , fp be an orthonormal basis of V. We can choose

R > 0 so that for A = {x| ||x|| > 7?},fA \f¡ Jf \ < e/2p2 for all i, / and r > 0
so that, for D = {x\ ||x|| > r}, fD\g\2 < e/2. Suppose/G Vand ||/|| = 1.

Write/ = 2a,/},with k, I < 1. Then

li/i2=/Ja/,r=L|£«.W/|
Now chooseTV> 7? + r, and let rGR" with ||r|| >TV. Then R" -DCA-t.
Since || Utf-g\\2 > 2 - 21<Utf\g) |, it sufficesto showthat | <Utf\g) | < e.
But

|/^/«f|</J,l«Vllfl+/R.„J)KVIIfl

HÎA-t^riLM)112
<||í7t/|||

+ |||f||<e.

Proposition 2.7. Let R" act on Vk by R" x Fk -* Vk,(t, V) —>Ut(V).
Then the action is jointly continuous and the orbits are locally closed.
Proof. Continuity follows from Proposition 2.4 and the strong continuity
of the regular representation. To see that the orbits are locally closed, let V G

Ffc. If V = {0}, the orbit of V is clearly closed. So suppose V # {0}, and let
Í2 be the open set Vk - {0}. We claim orbite n Í2 is closed in Í2, which suffices to conclude the result. So suppose there is a sequence t¡ E R" such that
P(UJV), W)—*■
0 as j —*°°, for some WE SI. Choosex G W,||x || = 1. Then
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there is a sequence v¡ £ V with Ut.(v¡)—»-xinnorm. Dividingv¡ by ||uy|| if necessary, we can assume ||uy|| = 1. Suppose {fy}is unbounded. Then, by Lemma
2.6, for some subsequence t^ky we will have \\Ut
(v^) - x\\ > Vi, which is
impossible. Thus {/y}is bounded, and hence has a subsequenceconvergingto

some f. But then W= Ut(V) E orbit(I0Corollary
2.8. Let Vk be the space of orbits in fk under the action
of R". Then Vk is a standard Borel space with the quotient Borel structure.
Proof.

This follows immediately from [5, Theorem 2.9].

3. Cocycles into nilpotent groups. We now turn to the subject proper of
this paper, compact nilmanifold extensions.
We review some basic facts concerning extensions, cocycles, and cocycle
representations [7], [10]. Let G be a locally compact (second countable) group
and let S be an ergodic Lebesgue G-space. Thus, there is a Borel right G-action
on S and a probability measure p on S invariant and ergodic under G. Suppose
M is a standard Borel group. Then a function a : S x G —*■
M is called a cocycle

if for all g, h £ G, a(s, gh) = a(s, g)a(sg, h) for almost all s E S. If M = U(H),
then a is called a cocycle representation of S x G. Two cocycles a,ß:S*G
—►
M are called equivalent or cohomologous if there is a Borel function 0:5 —►
M such that, for each g EG, <p(s)a(s,£)0(sg)-1 = ß(s, g) a.e. As pointed out
by Mackey, the collection of (equivalence classes of) cocycle representations of a
fixed G-space has a similar structure to the (equivalence classes of) unitary representations of a group. For example, if a : S x G —►U(HX) and ß:S x G —*■
U(H2), a@ß:S x G -+ U(HX© 772)is defined by (a © ß)(s, g) = a(s, g) ©
ß(s, g). Infinite direct sums and tensor products can be similarly defined. We
say that a is a subcocycle representation of 7 if 7 is equivalent to a © ß for some
ß. If 7 has no subcocycle representations 7 is called irreducible. On the other
hand, if 7 = S* y¡ where y¡ are finite dimensional, we say that 7 has discrete
spectrum. Another, perhaps more geometric,way of looking at cocycle represen-

tations is as follows. If 7 : S x G —*U(H),we let 77t = SsHds = l2(s> h)Then 7 induces a unitary representation Iß of G on Hx, defined by (Uyf)(s) =
7(s, g)f(sg). This is simply translation by the G-action combined with a "twist"
defined by 7. Then subcocyclerepresentations are in one-one correspondence
with U^-invariant fields of subspaces in f9Hds.
Cocyclerepresentationsarise naturally in the study of extensions of ergodic
actions. Namely, suppose 0 : (X, p) —►(Y, v) is a measure preserving Borel map
of G-spaceswhere Y is ergodic. Decomposingp with respect to v over the fibers
of 0, L2(X) becomes a Hilbert bundle over Y, and there corresponds a naturally
defined Y x G cocycle representation [10, §2]. One then hopes to study the
extension X—* Y by means of this cocycle. In particular, [10] and [11] were
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devoted to studying the situation in which the cocycle has subcocycle representations with discrete spectrum. The direct sum of the finite dimensional subcocycles is called the relatively discrete spectral part of X over Y, and if this is all of
L2(X), we say that X has relatively discrete spectrum over Y.
Examples of extensions arise from cocycles into locally compact groups.

Thus, if a: S x G —►
77is a cocycle with 77locally compact, and T/0 C 77is a
closed subgroup, then a defines an action of G on S x 77/770given (almost
everywhere; see [10, Proposition 3.2 ff.]) by (s, [h])g = (sg, [h] a(s, g)). In
this case, L2(S x 77/770)= f^L2(H/Hn) ds and the natural S x G cocycle representation of this extension is just it ° a : S x G —►U(L2(H/Hn)) where it is the
natural representation of H on L2(H/HQ), i.e. the representation induced by the
one dimensional identity representation of 770. If 7/is compact, then S x H/H0
has relatively discrete spectrum over S. However, for noncompact 77, this is no
longer true in general.
In this paper, we consider the case in which H = N, a connected, simply
connected nilpotent De group, and D C TVis a uniform discrete subgroup. We
suppose that a:S x G —►
TVis a cocycle, so that S x N/D is a G-space extension

ofS.
The two questions we shall consider here are (i) to obtain criteria for the
ergodicity of S x N/D, and (ii) to identify the relatively discrete spectrum of
S x N/D as an extension of 5 [10, Definition 5.1]. Our approach is to apply
results on the irreducible representations of nilpotent Lie groups to cocycles into
these groups in a fashion similar to the way in which these results were applied
to one-parameter subgroups in [1, Chapter V].
When 5"is one point and G = R, the cocycle defines a nilflow, and [1, Theorem V.4.2] shows that the nilflow on N/D is ergodic if and only if the factor
flow on N/D[N, N] is ergodic, and that the subspace of L2(N/D) generated by
the eigenfunctions of the flow is precisely L2(N/D[N, TV]). Corollaries 3.4 and
3.5 below are the natural generalization to extensions of these results. The
reader is referred to [1] for unexplained results and notation about nilmanifolds.
We begin with a result we shall need about cocycles into R".

Proposition 3.1. Suppose a:S x G —►R" is a cocycle and y = U» a
where U is the regular representation of R". TTienif y has a subcocycle with
discrete spectrum [10, §4], then a is equivalent to the zero cocycle.
Proof. If y has a subcocycle with discrete spectrum, then there is a G-invariant sub-Hilbert bundle, s —►V(s), of the product bundle s —►L2(Rn), where
V(s) is finite dimensional for all s. By virtue of ergodicity, dim V(s) is constant
on a conull Borel set, so changing V(s) on a null Borel set, if necessary, we can
assume dim V(s) = ft, for some ft < °°. By Proposition 2.4, V:S —►Ffcis Borel.
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Furthermore, G-invarianceof {V(s)} implies that, for each g, y(s, g)(V(sg)) =
V(s) for almost all s. This can be written

(*)

ct(»,g) • V(sg) = V(s),

where the left side denotes the action defined in Proposition 2.7. Let p :r~k —►
fk be the quotient map onto the space of orbits. Then p o V is Borel, and it
follows from (*) that, for each g, (p ° V)(s) = (p ° V)(sg) for almost all s. By
Corollary 2.8, fk is standard, and it follows from the ergodicity of G on S that
p » Fis constant on a conull Borel set 50 C S. Thus, there is some R"-orbit
A C Tkwith K(s) £ .4 for all s £ 50. ChangingV on 5 - 50, we can assume
K(s) £ i4 for all s. Now R" acts transitively on A, so we can choose a Borel
function \:A —►R", such that, for all a £ A, X(a) • a = a0, for some fixed
a0 £ A. Let c : S —*■
R" be c = X » PI Then c is Borel and c(s) • V(s) = a0 for
all s £ 5. Define ß(s, g) = c(s) + a(s, g) - c(sg). Then ß is a cocycle equivalent
to a, and we claim that, for each g, U(ß(s, g)) (a0) = a0 for almost all s. The
left side is [c(s) + a(s, g) - c(sg)] • a0 = [c(s) + a(s, g)] . V(sg) = c(s) • V(s)
= a0. However, a0 is a finite dimensional subspace of ¿2(R"), and the only element of R" that leaves a finite dimensionalsubspace invariant is 0. (This follows
from Lemma 2.6, for example.) So, for each g, ß(s, g) = 0 for almost all s, and
this suffices to conclude the result.
Now let a : S x G —►N be a cocycle and let o be the representation of N
induced by the one dimensionalidentity representation of D. Then a is the direct
sum of irreducible representations of A', which are either one dimensional or infinite
dimensional. Our main results will follow from
Theorem 3.2. Let it be an infinite dimensional irreducible subrepresentation of o, acting in a Hilbert space 77. 77ien if the cocycle representation it » a :
S x G —►U(H) has a finite dimensional subcocycle representation, the action of
G on S x N/D[N, N] is not ergodic.

We first prove a lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let A, B be locally compact groups and h:A —*B a surjeo
five homomorphism. Suppose a:S x G—*-Aisa cocycle and that h » ais
equivalent to the cocycle into the identity. Then a is equivalent to a cocycle into ker(n).

Proof.

Let X: B —*■
A be a Borelsection of h. Let b : S —►
B be a Borel

map such that, for eachg, b(s)(h » a)(s, g)b(sg)~x = e for almost all s. Let
c = X o b. Then for each g we have c(s)a(s, g) Ç (sg)-1 £ ker(/i) for almost

alls.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. There is a subgroup N0 of W with [A1,N] C
N0CN such that N/N0 = R", and n is induced by a one dimensional representa-
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tion x of TV0 [1, Corollary V.3.2]. Furthermore, we can assume that the scale is
chosen in R" such that the quotient map q :TV—*R" s N/N0 satisfies q„(D) ¥=0,
q„(D) C Z, the group of integers, where qn is the nth coordinate function of q.
Let ß : R" x TV—►T1 (the unit circle) be a cocycle corresponding to the representation x of TV0 [9, Theorem 8.27]. Then we can realize the cocycle p = it o a

as follows:H = 7,2(R"), and for each/G 77,t E R",

(P(y,g)f){t) = ß(t, a(y, g))f(t + q(a(y, s))).
Now let U be the regular representation of R" and define the cocycle
y - U o q o a- i. e. for / G ¿2(R"), (y(y, g)f)(t) = f(t + q(a(y, g))). Since
ßß = 1, it follows in a straightforward manner that p®p=y®yon
Z,2(R")
® Z,2(R") ;= ¿2(R" x R"). It follows from [10, Lemma 2.13] that p has a
finite dimensional subcocycle representation if and only if y does. However
q ° a:S x G —►R" is a cocycle, and Proposition 3.1 implies that q ° a must be
equivalent to the zero cocycle. From Lemma 3.3, we then conclude that a must
be equivalent to a cocycle c taking values in K = ker (q). To show that the action
on S x N/D[N, N] defined by a is not ergodic, it suffices to show that the action defined by c is not ergodic [10, Corollary 3.4]. D[N, N] is a normal subgroup of TVand we let 0:TV—>N/D[N, TV]be the quotient homomorphism. To
show that the action defined by c is not ergodic, it suffices to show that
(0 ° c)(S x G) is contained in a proper closed subgroup of N/D[N, N] [10, Cor-

ollary 3.8].
To this end, we let K0 = ker(qr„); we claim DK0 is closed. So suppose
dj ED.XjE K0 and d¡Xj—*•x G TV.Then qn(D) C Z and <7„(7C0)
= 0, so
q„(dj) = qn(djX¡) —►q„(x). Thus q„(d¡) is eventually constant, so we can in
fact assume it is constant. Let e¡ E TVwith d, = dxej. Then e¡ E K0 and dxejXj
—*x. Thus e¡x¡ —*dxxx, and since K0 is closed, dxlx E K0. Hencex G DK0,

showingthe latter is closed. SinceK0 D [N,N], DK0 D D[N, N], it follows
that 4>(DK0)is a closed subgroupof N/D[N, N]. SinceDK0 ¥*N (otherwise
q„(N) C Z, which is impossibleby the connectednessof TV),4>(DKn)¥=N/D\N,N\.
Lastly, it is clear that (0 « c)(S x G) c <p(DK0).This completes the proof.

Corollary
ergodic.

3.4. Sx N/D is ergodicif and only ifSx N/D[N, N] is

Proof. We can write L2(S x N/D) = 77S L2(S x N/D[N, N]) where
H = 2®7.2(S;77,), and 77, is the subspace of L2(N/D) corresponding to an infinite
dimensional irreducible subrepresentation ttt of o. Suppose that S x N/D is not
ergodic, so there is a nonconstant G-invariant/ G L2(S x N/D). If S x N/D[N,N]
is ergodic, then/G L2(S x N/D[N, TV])and hence, for some /, the orthogonal
projection of/onto L2(S; H¡), say f, will be nonzero. Then/ is also G-invariant,
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and it is straightforward that this implies that n¡ ° a contains the identity cocycle. By Theorem 3.2, this is impossible. Hence S x N/D[N, N] is not ergodic.
The converse assertion is clear.
We remark that conditions under which S x N/D[N, N] is ergodic are given
in [10, Corollary 3.8], as N/D[N, N] is a compact abelian group.

Corollary 3.5. Suppose a:S xG—+N, and that S x N/D is ergodic.
Then the subspace of L2(S x N/D) corresponding to the relative discrete spectrum of S x N/D over S [10, Definition 5.1] is preciselyL2(S x N/D[N, N]).
In particular, every finite dimensionalsubcocycleofa » ais one dimensional.
Proof. Let s —►V(s)be a finite dimensionalG-invariantsubbundle of the
product bundle s —►L2(N/D). If the orthogonal projection of V(s) onto 77, is
nonzero on a nonnull set, then ir¡<>a contains a finite dimensional subcocycle
representation which contradicts Theorem 3.2. Thus

V(s)C L2(N/D[N,N])
for almost all s. Conversely, one can see, as in [10, Example 4.1] that
L2(S x N/D[N, A7])has relatively discrete spectrum over S.
For completeness, we include the following result.

Proposition 3.6. Suppose a: S x G—*-N isa cocycle and S x N/D is
ergodic. Then S x N/D has generalized discrete spectrum over S [I I,Definition

8.4].
Proof. Let A¡ be a decreasingsequence of neighborhoods of [e] in N/D
with H A¡ = {[e]}. Then it followsfrom the fact that N acts distally on N/D
[1, Theorem IV.3] (see also the remark in [11, Example 9.7] ) that A¡ is a relative separating sieve for S x N/D over S [11, Definition 8.5]. The result now

followsfrom [11, Theorem8.7].
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